Since the first genetically engineered (GMO) crops were introduced in the United States in the 1990s, consumers have not been able to tell whether they are eating these controversial new ingredients. And whenever the subject of mandatory labeling of GMO foods comes up, the food industry claims that labeling will be prohibitively expensive.

But the industry’s most frequently repeated claims about the cost of labeling are based on cherry-picked economic analyses and extreme scenarios. The biggest food companies and agribusinesses are worried that consumers will be wary of “scary-sounding” GMO labels. But if GMO products are as safe and natural as these companies claim, then why not let consumers decide what they want to buy?

**Food Industry Claim:**
GMO labeling is unnecessary.

Consumers deserve the right to know what’s in the food that they are providing for their families. Not only is GMO labeling required in other countries, but the U.S. public has been clamoring for it for years. A 2010 Thomson Reuters survey of consumers found 93 percent in support of GMO labeling. And 91 percent of voters polled in a 2012 Mellman Group study favored having the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) require labels on GMO foods or foods containing GMO ingredients; of those, 81 percent “strongly favored” the labeling proposal. A 2013 New York Times poll found that 93 percent of respondents were in favor of a mandatory label for genetically engineered food.

With labeling, consumers would be able to find out the differences in how various foods were produced and decide for themselves what those differences mean. Whether or not someone chooses to read a label is entirely their choice, but people deserve the right to know what they are buying, eating and feeding to their families. Food companies always seem to find room on the label to make a marketing claim — such as “new and improved” or “all-natural” — to try to convince us to buy, but somehow they cannot find any space if they are required to tell us a fact about the process by which the item was produced.

A label stating that a product is genetically engineered will not mislead customers; it would simply provide the facts about the food they are eating.

**Food Industry Claim:**
GMO labeling means higher food costs.

Opponents of some labeling proposals claim that mandatory GMO food labeling would increase food costs “for the average family by $600 per year.” These kinds of claims are often based on analyses done by labeling opponents in the food industry and are far from objective examinations of the facts.

It is not very surprising that a study with those kinds of figures was commissioned by the Grocery Manufacturers Association. According to a recent GMA report that has not been made public, the cost of labeling would end up being as much
as $825 more per family every year. Yet a look at the literature on mandatory food labeling reveals that a much lower cost is likely.

An impartial consulting firm did a study in 2001 for the U.K. Food Standards Agency and found that GMO labeling would increase a household’s annual food spending by only 0.01 to 0.17 percent—a very small figure ranging from an increase of $.33 to $5.58 in 2010 real U.S. dollars (inflation-adjusted) annually. The GMA’s estimate of $825 would be 13 percent of the 2010 average annual household food expenditure in the United States—about 150 times more than the U.K. Food Standards Agency’s forecasted increase in household food spending. A study commissioned by Consumers Union reviewed research on mandatory GMO labeling and estimated that the median annual cost of labeling per person is $2.30, less than a penny a day. The GMA report grossly overestimates the impact that labeling would have on food costs for consumers.

It is worth looking at some of the costs that could be incurred with mandatory labeling. Labeling would require segregating seeds according to GMO content throughout the food chain, which is already done with many identity-preserved crops. Farmers are already segregating crops to prevent cross-contamination in fields, although some cases of GMO contamination do still occur. Labeling requirements would not necessarily require farmers to incur any extra costs while keeping seeds separated at the field level. Depending on the markets where the seeds or grains are sold, grain handlers and seed companies do testing to ensure the purity of the seeds that they sell or distribute. There are already segregation methods in place today for crop and seed export to countries with GMO labeling requirements, such as European Union countries, Japan and China. Once labeling is required in the United States, these practices would have to be expanded, but an entirely new system would not have to be developed.

Food processors and manufacturers would have to make sure that there is proper segregation in crop storage and cleaning of equipment, but as long as labeling is maintained throughout the process this should be straightforward. Manufacturers can reduce the costs of actually changing their labels by waiting until their inventory of labels is low and making the change before reordering packaging materials, or coordinating the required labeling change with a scheduled labeling change. According to an FDA Labeling Cost Model, “the pricing for graphic design services does not differ substantially if additional changes are made because of a regulatory requirement at the same time as a scheduled label change.”

Food Industry Claim:
GMO labeling means more bureaucracy and taxpayer costs.

For decades, the food industry has opposed any new food labeling requirements, including nutrition labels and ingredient listings. One of their favorite arguments is that new labeling requirements will drive the growth of government bureaucracy and cost taxpayers money. Mandatory labeling would take monitoring and enforcement, but this does not have to be difficult as long as all players participated in labeling along all steps of the food chain. If GMO labeling is mandatory, federal and state agencies could simply add GMO labeling to the food labeling requirements that they would already be assessing during compliance inspections.

Food Industry Claim:
GMO labeling would burden grocers and retailers with mountains of paperwork.

Changing food labeling to reflect the presence of a GMO ingredient wouldn’t be any different for grocery stores than stocking a product that has changed its ingredients or added a nutritional-benefit claim to the package. At the retail level, the costs for pre-packaged foods will be very small, because the labels will have been added long before the food gets to the store. For foods that the store handles (such as produce or some meat that is repackaged on site), retailers will have to be sure that GMO and non-GMO products are kept separately and labeled as such, not unlike what they do to provide country-of-origin information or even pricing information. The bulk of the labeling costs will be incurred at the processing and manufacturing stage, with grocery stores having small additional costs.

Food Industry Claim:
It is not the responsibility of the states to create food labeling requirements.

States often lead the way when the federal government is too slow, too gridlocked or too weak to take action. Long before the United States enacted a mandatory Country of Origin Labeling (COOL) policy, eight states required this labeling on their own. Some states have also led the way in enacting renewable energy standards and mandates, as funding for federal initiatives has declined. California has been building
its renewable energy program since 1998, and by 2009, 12 percent of the state’s electricity came from renewable sources, almost three times the national percentage of renewable energy use.¹⁸ It is more than reasonable that states are once again taking the lead on the issue of labeling GMO food, where the federal government has failed to do its job.

**Food Industry Claim:**
**GMO labeling conflicts with science.**

One common refrain from opponents of GMO labeling is that giving consumers information on how their food was produced is in conflict with “good science.” Yet the science that the food industry likes to talk about is far from complete. Although the FDA contends that there is not sufficient scientific evidence to prove that eating GMO foods leads to chronic harm,¹⁹ the agency’s process for evaluating the safety of these controversial new foods is completely inadequate.

Companies submit their own safety-testing data, and independent research on GMO foods is limited because biotechnology companies prohibit cultivation for research purposes in the restrictive licensing agreements that control the use of these patented seeds.²⁰ This has resulted in few independent studies on the effects of GMO foods on health, and those that have been done were performed on rats and mice for short feeding trials. Some of the independent, peer-reviewed research that has been done on GMO food consumption has revealed troubling health implications including deterioration of liver and kidney function and impaired embryonic development.²¹

The chronic effects of eating GMO foods are still largely unknown. And without labeling of GMO foods, we cannot associate any health problems with people who ate them — because we do not know who ate them. Since the FDA has no way to track adverse health effects in people consuming GMO foods, and because there is no requirement that food containing GMO ingredients be labeled,²² there is no effective way to gather data on health problems that may be happening. Because GMO foods contain novel genetic combinations that do not occur naturally in our food system, the least that consumers deserve is that these foods are labeled with this information in the grocery store.

**What You Can Do**
Go to [http://www.foodandwaterwatch.org/food/genetically-engineered-foods/](http://www.foodandwaterwatch.org/food/genetically-engineered-foods/) to take action and learn more.
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